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tamil movies are no different than hindi, its all about the story. as for the songs, tabu is not a hero for amitabs, in fact he is a fool. yes, he is a fool who makes bad decisions but its not hero like behavior. hence his reactions are not expected, thats why
we are angry at him for his actions. by the way, the song baatein hawa is reworked from a song in the tamil movie mouna raagam. this song was followed by another from the movie, namma ooru. the song was a remake of the tamil hit, aalu naaigal

(1988) performed by asha bhosle. the remix version titled kannada, with jaya prada and ghulam ali was released in 1992, and is still a popular song. the song is a liveliness meets a softness song, that just flows away from the speakers. right after cheeni
kum, the soundtrack of the movie had a number of songs. the title track was a remake of the popular malayalam hit of 1982, "kanni nokkaduvaan.." from the director's olangal (1982) sung by s janaki. the remix version, titled gumm summ gumm was
released in 1991. the song, made by ilaiyaraaja, was performed by sravan and bhavatharani. then there were "mizhi munnu" and "naanum neram", both from the movie. the mizhi munnu is a beautiful rendition of ilaiyaraaja's original version and the
naanum neram is a seductive romantic number, with a beautiful harmony between the vocals. the movie also features a completely new rendition of the title song, "tamizh hudangal" in tamil. the song was popularised by the tamil version of the hindi

song, "gummm summ gummm", the remix version of which was performed by sravan and bhavatharani.
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The first 40 minutes of Cheeni Kum
are very slow, even a little tedious.

It seems that director R Balki, in
spite of his immense talent, has

never made a film before. It shows
in his script as well as in his

direction and editing. The story,
based on Abhijat Joshis novel The

Heartbreak of Gopi, is big and
broad. Thats part of its charm, but

it means that there is a bit of a
dearth of characterisation or point

of view to it. Once the first 40
minutes are over, this film finally

gets going, but that doesnt happen
until after Anandiben has taken

over as the director. And even after
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that, things dont pick up till late in
the film. By then, youre just glad for
any kind of progress. Its very hard

to accept that a film with some
great music, a great script and an

awesome cast isnt made with more
money than this to be more

ambitious and creative. Maybe a
full blown adaptation of a film like
Princess with a more interesting

script could have worked (its
original novel never got a film

adaptation in India), but Cheenikum
isnt that kind of film. Its also a

shame to see a film get a long, final
cut. So many films these days get
stripped down so that they can fit
into a 130-minute running time. Its
a complete waste of potential. And,
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yet again, we have a director whose
heart and soul is missing. Insightful,

thought-provoking and insightful,
Kantadas excellent script,

Sangeethas brilliant cinematic
vision and Sanjay Lal Bada in

cinemas today, will only confirm the
enduring power of their new Hindi

movie, Cheeni Kum. Far from being
a general life-lesson or a message
about finding happiness the way
you choose to, these characters

come together because they know
that theres more to love than a
happily-ever-after which, they

agree, is just a temporary illusion
that all too quickly fades into

memory. 5ec8ef588b
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